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We study the phase space of the evolution equation
ht ¼ ðf ðhÞhxxxÞx  ðgðhÞhxÞx
by means of a dissipated energy. Here hðx; tÞ50; and at h ¼ 0 the coefﬁcient functions
f > 0 and g can either degenerate to 0; or blow up to 1; or tend to a nonzero
constant. We ﬁrst show that all positive periodic steady-states are saddles in the
energy landscape, with respect to zero-mean perturbations, if ðg=f Þ0050 or if the
perturbations are allowed to have period longer than that of the steady-state. For
power-law coefﬁcients (f ðyÞ ¼ yn and gðyÞ ¼ Bym for some B > 0) we analytically
determine the relative energy levels of distinct steady-states. For example, with
m n 2 ½1; 2Þ and for suitable choices of the period and mean value, we ﬁnd three
fundamentally different steady-states. The ﬁrst is a constant steady-state that is stable
and is a local minimum of the energy. The second is a positive periodic steady-state
that is linearly unstable and has higher energy than the constant steady-state;
it is a saddle point for the energy. The third is a periodic collection of ‘droplet’
(compactly supported) steady-states having lower energy than either the positive
steady-state or the constant one. Since the energy must decrease along every orbit,
these results signiﬁcantly constrain the dynamics of the evolution equation.
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We study the evolution equation
ht ¼ ðf ðhÞhxxxÞx  ðgðhÞhxÞx: ð1Þ377
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LAUGESEN AND PUGH378This is the one-dimensional version of ht ¼ r 
 ðf ðhÞrDhÞ  r 
 ðgðhÞrhÞ;
which has been used to model the dynamics of a thin ﬁlm of viscous liquid.
The air/liquid interface is at height z ¼ hðx; y; tÞ50 and the liquid/solid
interface is at z ¼ 0: The one-dimensional equation (1) applies if the liquid
ﬁlm is uniform in the y direction.
The fourth-order term in the equation reﬂects surface tension effects, and
the second-order term can reﬂect gravity, van der Waals interactions,
thermocapillary effects or the geometry of the solid substrate. Typically
f ðhÞ ¼ h3 þ bhp where 05p53;b50; and gðhÞ  hm as h! 0; for some
m 2 R: In certain applications, gðhÞ changes sign at some positive h: The
extensively studied Cahn–Hilliard equation has form (1) with f  1 and
gðhÞ ¼ 1 3h2:
We refer to [18, 20] for reviews of the physical and modeling literature.
1.1. Background and Goals
In [14] we proved linear stability and instability results for the positive
periodic steady-states of (1). Periodicity is not a constraint here if f ; g > 0;
since then positive bounded steady-states are automatically periodic
(or constant) by [13, Theorem B.1].
In this paper, we concentrate mostly on positive periodic steady-states,
and on compactly supported ‘droplet’ steady-states with zero contact angles.
Our main investigative tool is the energy
Eðhð
; tÞÞ ¼
Z X
0
1
2
hxðx; tÞ
2  H ðhðx; tÞÞ
 
dx;
where hðx; tÞ is a smooth solution of (1) that is X -periodic in x; and H ðyÞ
satisﬁes H 00 ¼ g=f : This energy is strictly dissipated: ddt Eðhð
; tÞÞ40
with equality if and only if h is a steady-state (see Section 2.1). Incidentally,
this energy dissipation means there can be no periodic traveling wave
solutions.
We address two questions about the energy landscape of the evolution.
1. Which steady-states are local minima of the energy, and which are
saddle points?
2. Which steady-state has the lowest energy?
Answering these questions will clarify the phase portrait of the evolution. In
both questions we assume our solutions have a given spatial period and
a given area (ﬂuid volume) per period. This volume constraint is
natural because evolution (1) conserves volume:
R
hðx; tÞ dx ¼
R
hðx; 0Þ dx
for all t: The assumption of spatial periodicity includes also the case of
Neumann (‘no ﬂux’) boundary conditions on an interval, as explained in
Section 2.6.
ENERGY LEVELS OF STEADY STATES 3791.2. A Sketch of Definitions and Results
If there is an X -periodic zero-mean perturbation v such that Eðhss þ evÞ
5EðhssÞ for all small e > 0; then we call the steady-state hss ‘energy unstable’
at period X : If instead Eðhss þ evÞ > EðhssÞ for all sufﬁciently small e > 0; for
each X -periodic zero-mean perturbation v; then we call the steady-state
‘energy stable’ at period X :
Our main stability results, in Section 2, are roughly stated as follows.
* Theorem 1. For positive periodic steady-states, linear instability
implies energy instability. Hence our linear instability results in [14] imply
that every positive X n-periodic steady-state is energy unstable at the periods
X ¼ 2X n; 3X n; . . . ; and is also energy unstable at period X n if g=f is a
strictly convex function.
* Theorems 2–3. Further, for the ‘power-law’ coefﬁcients f ðyÞ ¼ yn
and gðyÞ ¼ Bym with B > 0; we completely characterize energy stability at
period X n even when g=f is not convex, that is, when m n 2 ð0; 1Þ:
Then in Section 3 we determine the relative energy levels of three different
kinds of steady-state: constant steady-states, positive periodic steady-states,
and zero contact angle droplet steady-states. Figure 1 illustrates these three
steady-states, as well as showing a nonzero contact angle droplet steady-
state (about which we say little in this paper). Our main energy level results
for f ðyÞ ¼ yn and gðyÞ ¼ Bym are:
* Theorem 6. If m n =2 ½0; 1Þ then a positive periodic steady-state
always has higher energy than the constant steady-state with the same mean
value. For m n 2 ð0; 0:75 our analytical and numerical works suggest the
positive periodic steady-state has lower energy than the constant steady-
state.
* Theorem 9. When m n 0:77 there can be two steady-states hss1
and hss2 with the same period and area, and with minx hss1ðxÞ5minx hss2ðxÞ;
we essentially prove hss2 is energy unstable and has higher energy than hss1;
which is energy stable.
* Theorem 7. If m n 2 ð2; 0Þ [ ½1; 2Þ then a positive periodic steady-
state always has higher energy than a zero contact angle droplet steady-state
with the same mean value.FIG. 1. Four types of steady-state.
LAUGESEN AND PUGH380* Theorem 11. The constant steady-state can have higher energy than
the zero contact angle droplet steady-state with the same mean value. When
m n 2 ½1; 2Þ; for example, a mountain pass scenario can occur, in which the
constant steady-state is a local minimum of the energy, the positive periodic
steady-state is an energy unstable saddle, and there is a zero contact angle
droplet having lower energy than either of them.
Our energy level results suggest the existence of basins of attraction around
the stable steady-states, and heteroclinic connections between certain
steady-states. In the companion article [15, Section 5], we investigate such
possibilities with numerical simulations. For example, for the mountain
pass scenario in Theorem 11, we ﬁnd that perturbing the saddle point
(the periodic steady-state) in one direction leads to relaxation to the
constant steady-state and perturbing in the opposite direction gives
apparent relaxation to a droplet. A similar dichotomy was found for
axisymmetric surface diffusion by Bernoff et al. [1, p. 744], with perturbed
unduloids either relaxing to a cylinder or else pinching off in ﬁnite time.
1.3. Terminology
We write TX for a circle of circumference X > 0: As usual, one identiﬁes
functions on TX with functions on R that are X -periodic, calling them even
or odd according to whether they are even or odd on R:
Positive periodic steady-states are assumed to satisfy the steady-state
equation classically. A droplet steady-state hssðxÞ is by deﬁnition positive on
some interval ða; bÞ and zero elsewhere, with hss 2 C1½a; b; we require hss to
satisfy the steady-state equation on the open interval ða; bÞ only, and to have
equal acute contact angles: 04h0ssðaÞ ¼ h
0
ssðbÞ51: (Throughout the paper,
if a function has only one independent variable then we use 0 to denote
differentiation with respect to that variable: h0ss ¼ ðhssÞx:Þ
We say a droplet steady-state hss has ‘zero contact angle’ if 0 ¼ h0ssðaÞ ¼
h0ssðbÞ; and ‘nonzero contact angle’ otherwise. A ‘conﬁguration’ of droplet
steady-states is a collection of steady droplets whose supports are disjoint.
For more on the steady-states and their properties, see [13].
2. ENERGY STABILITY FOR PERIODIC STEADY STATES
We assume throughout this section that f ðyÞ and gðyÞ are C2-smooth for
y > 0; and that f > 0: Deﬁne
r ¼
g
f
:
Take X > 0:
ENERGY LEVELS OF STEADY STATES 381We investigate stability and dynamical questions by means of a dissipated
energy. A few of the theorems follow directly from our linear stability results
in [14], but most are quite different and complementary.
2.1. Definition of the Energy, and of Energy Instability
The energy function for the evolution equation (1) is deﬁned for
‘ 2 H1ðTX Þ to be
Eð‘Þ ¼
Z X
0
1
2
ð‘0Þ2  H ð‘Þ
 
dx; ð2Þ
where H ðyÞ is a function with H 00 ¼ r ¼ g=f :
To verify the energy E is dissipated by evolution (1), suppose hðx; tÞ is a
positive smooth solution of (1) that is X -periodic in x: Bertozzi and Pugh
[2, Section 2] observed (generalizing [8, 9, 21]) that
d
dt
Eðhð
; tÞÞ ¼ 
Z X
0
1
f ðhðx; tÞÞ
½f ðhðx; tÞÞhxxxðx; tÞ þ gðhðx; tÞÞhxðx; tÞ2 dx40:
This energy dissipation is strict at each time t unless f ðhÞhxxx þ gðhÞhx  0;
which occurs only when hð
; tÞ is a steady-state, by (4) below.
By the way, we can restrict to positive smooth solutions hðx; tÞ in this
paper since our perturbation arguments are localized around steady-states.
But solutions that are initially positive might not always remain so, and
when they go to zero they can lose regularity. Thus weak solutions must
generally be considered. See Bertozzi and Pugh [2] for existence of
nonnegative weak solutions of (1) that still dissipate the energy.
Returning now to our main task, let hss 2 C4ðTX Þ be a positive periodic
steady-state of (1). It is easy to show that hss is a critical point for the energy
E with respect to zero-mean perturbations (cf. formula (15)).
Definition. Call hss an energy unstable critical point (with respect to
zero-mean perturbations at period X ) if there exists a smooth X -periodic
perturbation uðxÞ with mean value zero such that
Eðhss þ euÞ5EðhssÞ for all small e > 0:
That is, small perturbations in the direction u decrease the energy. (Some
authors call this formal instability [12].)
Our requirement that the perturbation u have zero mean seems reasonable
because the evolution equation (1) preserves volume:
R
hðx; tÞ dx ¼
R
hðx; 0Þ
dx for all time t; for spatially periodic solutions. Thus zero-mean
LAUGESEN AND PUGH382perturbations of hss permit the possibility of relaxation back to hss; while
nonzero-mean perturbations do not.
Note that an energy unstable steady-state is necessarily a saddle point in
the energy landscape, since E is decreased by some perturbation u but is
increased by the perturbation uðxÞ ¼ e cosð2pkx=X Þ for k  1:
Further, an energy unstable steady-state is not asymptotically stable in
H 1ðTX Þ; in the following sense: suppose hðx; tÞ is a positive smooth solution
with initial data hss þ eu; then hð
; tÞ != hssð
Þ in H1ðTX Þ since for all t;
Eðhð
; tÞÞ4Eðhð
; 0ÞÞ ¼ Eðhss þ euÞ5EðhssÞ (while convergence in H 1 would
imply convergence in L1 and hence convergence of the energy). Indeed
by the same reasoning, hð
; tÞ cannot converge to any translate of hss:
2.2. Energy Instability Results
In [15, Section 2] we linearized the evolution equation (1) around the
positive periodic steady-state hss and then reduced the linear stability
question to determining the sign of the ﬁrst eigenvalue of a certain self-
adjoint fourth-order linear operator. We will not repeat the linearization
here, or restate the linear stability results of [14]. But we should warn readers
that when we say a steady-state is ‘linearly stable’, we are including the
neutrally stable case in which the ﬁrst eigenvalue of the linearized operator
is zero. This is unavoidable: the operator always has a zero eigenvalue in its
spectrum, corresponding to an inﬁnitesimal translation of the steady-state in
space (the evolution equation is translation invariant).
The next theorem states that if a steady-state is linearly unstable then it is
energy unstable. Also, we present some particular unstable directions, when
g=f is strongly convex.
Theorem 1. Let f ; g 2 C2ð0;1Þ with f > 0: Take X > 0 and suppose hss 2
C4ðRÞ is an X -periodic positive steady-state of (1).
If hss is linearly unstable with respect to zero-mean perturbations at period
X ; then it is also energy unstable at period X :
In particular, hss is energy unstable at period X if it is nonconstant and
either: the least period of hss is X=j for some integer j52 or else r ¼ g=f is
convex (r0050) and nonconstant on the range of hss: For example, if hss is
nonconstant and r00 > 0; then hss is energy unstable in the directions u ¼ h0ss
and h00ss:
This is proved in Section 4.1. We believe that energy unstable steady-
states are in fact dynamically unstable under the evolution, but we have not
been able to prove this.
In particular the theorem covers the van der Waals evolution
ht ¼ ðh3hxxxÞx  Aðh
1hxÞx ð3Þ
ENERGY LEVELS OF STEADY STATES 383with A > 0; for which rðyÞ ¼ Ay1=y3 ¼ Ay4 is strongly convex. Thus all
positive periodic steady-states of the van der Waals evolution are energy
unstable. The van der Waals equation has been studied by a number of
other authors, e.g. [4, 22, 23, 24, 25], mostly with regard to similarity
solutions and ﬁlm rupture (where the solution goes to zero in ﬁnite time, at
some point). In [15, Section 5.1] we connect these results to our own work
on instability, by studying numerically how the unstable steady-states of (3)
can be perturbed to evolve towards rupture.
In Theorem 1 we have assumed f ; g are C2-smooth on the whole interval
ð0;1Þ; which is generally the case for the thin-ﬁlm equations that are our
main motivation. But our arguments are all local (involving only small
perturbations of the steady-state), and so the theorem still holds if the
coefﬁcient functions f ðyÞ and gðyÞ are deﬁned and C2-smooth merely for
y-values in a neighborhood of the range of hss:
2.3. Review of Power-Law Steady States and their Rescalings
We now turn to power-law coefﬁcients: f ðyÞ ¼ yn and gðyÞ ¼ Bym for
some exponents n;m 2 R and some positive constant B > 0: Here
rðyÞ ¼ Byq1;
where
q :¼ m nþ 1:
This exponent q determines many properties of the steady-states, including
(usually) their linear stability.
The evolution equation (1) becomes
ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
mhxÞx:
To state our results on energy stability for this power-law evolution, we ﬁrst
review some properties of the steady-states and explain how to rescale
them to solutions of a canonical nonlinear oscillator ODE, given as Eqs. (8)
and (9).
We start with a nonconstant positive periodic steady-state hss 2 C4ðTX Þ
of the general evolution (1). The steady-state condition for (1) integrates to
give f ðhssÞh000ss þ gðhssÞh
0
ss ¼ C for some constant C: And note the least period
of hss is X=j for some integer j51:
One ﬁnds that the constant C (the ﬂux) equals zero, by dividing f ðhssÞh000ss
þgðhssÞh0ss ¼ C by f ðhssÞ > 0 and integrating over a period. Hence the steady-
state satisﬁes
h000ss þ rðhssÞh
0
ss ¼ 0: ð4Þ
LAUGESEN AND PUGH384[If hss were a droplet steady-state then again C ¼ 0; by [13, Theorem 2.1],
and Eq. (4) would hold wherever hss is positive.]
Integrating (4), the steady-states have a nonlinear oscillator formulation:
h00ss þ H
0ðhssÞ ¼ 0 ð5Þ
holds wherever hss is positive. Here H ðyÞ is a function with H 00 ¼ r ¼ g=f ;
if we regard x as a ‘time’ variable then 1
2
h0ssðxÞ
2 þ H ðhssðxÞÞ is a conserved
quantity.
Specializing to the power-law evolution, remember rðyÞ ¼ By q1: Thus
for q=0 we can write the steady-state equation (5) as
h00ss þ
Bhqss  D
q
¼ 0 ð6Þ
for some constant D: For q ¼ 0 the analogous equation is h00ss þB log hss 
D ¼ 0: This oscillator equation involves three constants: q; B; and D: We
remove B and D by rescaling: let
kðxÞ ¼
ðBDÞ
1=qhssððDBÞ
1=2q x
D1=2Þ; q=0;
eD=BhssðeD=2B xB1=2Þ; q ¼ 0:
(
ð7Þ
For q=0 this uses that D > 0; by [14, Section 3.1]. Now the steady-state
equation (6) rescales to
k00 þ
kq  1
q
¼ 0; q=0; ð8Þ
k00 þ log k ¼ 0; q ¼ 0: ð9Þ
Differentiating, we ﬁnd for all q that k000 þ kq1k0 ¼ 0; and so k satisﬁes
ðknk000 þ kmk0Þ0 ¼ 0; i.e. it is a steady-state of kt ¼ ðknkxxxÞx  ðk
mkxÞx:
Since hss is nonconstant, positive and periodic, we know k00ðx0Þ > 0 for
some point x0: Evaluating (8) and (9) at x0 shows the minimum value of k
is less than 1. Also k0ð0Þ ¼ 0 since (after a suitable translation) hss has its
minimum at x ¼ 0: Introducing the notation ka for the solution k that has
minimum value a 2 ð0; 1Þ; at x ¼ 0; we have
05kað0Þ ¼ a51; k0að0Þ ¼ 0: ð10Þ
Conclusions. Thus every steady-state hss can be rescaled to a ka; as
above. Conversely, for each q 2 R and a 2 ð0; 1Þ there exists a unique smooth
positive periodic ka satisfying Eqs. (8)–(10) (see [13, Proposition 3.1]). The
same holds for a ¼ 0 when q > 1; except that k0 may be only C1-smooth at
x ¼ 0 (see [13, Theorem 3.2]). To illustrate, Fig. 2 plots the steady-states
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FIG. 2. Steady states kaðxÞ; when q ¼ 3: Note their differing periods and areas.
ENERGY LEVELS OF STEADY STATES 385ka over two periods, for q ¼ 3 and eight a-values between 0 and 1; see
[13, Section 6.1] for details.
Note that the map ða; xÞ/kaðxÞ is C1-smooth for ða; xÞ 2 ð0; 1Þ  R; by an
ODE theorem giving smooth dependence on the initial data [11, Chap. V,
Section 4]. We write
P ¼ P ðaÞ and A ¼ AðaÞ ¼
Z P
0
kaðxÞ dx
for the least period of ka and for the area under its graph, respectively. Then
P and A are smooth functions of a that approach 2p as a! 1; by
[14, Lemma 6]. It turns out that the function
EðaÞ :¼ P ðaÞ3qAðaÞq1 ¼ P ðaÞ2½AðaÞ=P ðaÞq1
determines whether the steady-states are energy unstable or stable, in several
results below.
The above rescaling ideas are a useful tool throughout the paper. We
hope this tool does not obscure the fact that stability and energy level
properties for equations of type (1) seem to be determined by the period map
of a family of steady-states hss with ﬁxed area and with period depending on
the amplitude, or alternatively by the area map of a family of steady-states
with ﬁxed period and with area (per period) depending on the amplitude.
One should think of the function EðaÞ as such an area map; see [14, Section
6.3] for more on this. The same underlying idea appears in the work of
Grinfeld and Novick-Cohen [10] on the Cahn–Hilliard equation.
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Theorem 2. Let hss 2 C4ðRÞ be a nonconstant positive X -periodic steady-
state of the power-law evolution ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
mhxÞx: Translate hss to
put its minimum at x ¼ 0 so that hss rescales to ka for some a 2 ð0; 1Þ; as in
Section 2.3.
If q51 or q > 2 then hss is energy unstable in the directions u ¼ h0ss and
u ¼ h00ss:
If q ¼ 2 or if q > 1 and E0ðaÞ > 0; then hss is energy unstable.
We prove the theorem in Section 4.2. Its ﬁrst statement follows
immediately from Theorem 1, since rðyÞ ¼ Byq1 is strongly convex
(r00 > 0) when q51 or q > 2: The ﬁnal statement of the theorem certainly
applies when q52; since then E0 > 0 by [14, Theorem 11]. Computational
studies [13, Section 6.1] suggest E0ðaÞ > 0 for all a 2 ð0; 1Þ except when q 2
[1, 1.794] (approximately); Fig. 5 plots EðaÞ for certain of the exceptional
q-values.
To help to explain the appearance in the last part of the theorem of the
criterion E0ðaÞ > 0 (‘monotonicity of the area map’), we refer the reader
to [14, Section 6.3], and to [15, Section 3] for a ‘bifurcation diagram’
interpretation.
The case 15q52 with E0ðaÞ40 is not covered by Theorem 2. By
[14, Theorem 9] we know hss is linearly stable in this case. We have been
unable to prove (nonlinear) stability, but we do prove in Theorem 3 below
that if E0ðaÞ50 then small perturbations of hss in every possible direction
strictly increase the energy; this is consistent with stability.
Definition. Let hss 2 C4ðTX Þ be a nonconstant positive periodic steady-
state of (1). Call hss energy stable (with respect to zero-mean perturbations at
period X ) if for each u 2 H 1ðTX Þ=f0g with
R X
0 u dx ¼ 0 we have
Eðhss þ euÞ > EðhssÞ for all small e > 0:
It is perhaps conceivable that an energy stable steady-state might not be
a local minimum of the energy. (An example from calculus is F ðx; yÞ ¼
ðy  x2Þðy  3x2Þ; for which the origin is a minimum point on each straight
line y ¼ kx; though it is not a local minimum in R2:)
Another cautionary note is that the energy is insensitive to translation;
in particular, a steady-state and its translates have the same energy. Now,
numerical simulations in our article [15, Section 5.4] demonstrate that
perturbations of an energy stable steady-state will generically evolve towards
some translate of that steady-state. This suggests that any asymptotic
stability result that can be proved will hold only up to translation, unless
evenness (or some other condition) is imposed on the solution.
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Theorem 3. Let hss 2 C4ðRÞ be a nonconstant positive periodic steady-
state of the power-law equation ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
mhxÞx; with hss having
least period X : Translate hss to put its minimum at x ¼ 0 so that hss rescales to
ka for some a 2 ð0; 1Þ; as in Section 2.3.
If 15q52 and E0ðaÞ50 then hss is energy stable.
The hypothesis E0ðaÞ50 seems numerically to hold for all a 2 ð0; 1Þ when
15q41:75; as indicated by Fig. 3 in [14].
We have no energy stability result when 15q52 and E0ðaÞ ¼ 0;
fortunately this case seems rare, with E0ðaÞ ¼ 0 for at most one a-value,
for each q; as shown numerically by Figs. 3–5 in [14]. For such an a-value,
Theorem 9 of [14] implies linear stability, but [14, Theorem 10(b)] shows the
space of neutrally stable directions contains a second direction in addition to
the ‘translational’ one, and this probably leads to instability.
We next address the q ¼ 1 case.
Lemma 4. Let q ¼ 1 (i.e. m ¼ n) and suppose hss 2 C4ðRÞ is a nonconstant
positive periodic steady-state of ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
nhxÞx with least period
X ; and translate so that hss has its minimum at x ¼ 0: Then hss is not
asymptotically stable in H 1ðTX Þ with respect to even perturbations.
[The q ¼ 1 steady-states are of course not asymptotically stable with
respect to general perturbations either, since one can always perturb
by translating the steady-state a small distance}this remark applies for
all q:]
Proof. The steady-state equation (6) with q ¼ 1 has general solution
hssðxÞ ¼ D=Bþ c cosð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B
p
xÞ; where we have used that hss has an extremum
at x ¼ 0: Hence the period is X ¼ 2p=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B
p
; and for all small e we see that
the perturbed function hssðxÞ þ e cosð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B
p
xÞ is another positive periodic
steady-state solution. Thus hss is not asymptotically stable in H1ðTX Þ with
respect to even perturbations. ]
To summarize, when q ¼ 1 the positive periodic steady-states are
linearly neutrally stable with respect to zero-mean perturbations of the
same period, by [9] or [14, Lemma 8], and are not even asymptotically stable
with respect to ‘even’ perturbations, by the above lemma. Our numerical
simulations in [15, Section 5.3] and those of [9] suggest that a wide range
of small even perturbations yield solutions relaxing to nearby positive
periodic steady-states, suggesting steady-states are stable (though not
asymptotically stable).
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Returning momentarily to general coefﬁcients f and g; in Section 4.4 we
prove the energy increases under odd perturbations, when r is concave.
Theorem 5. Let hss 2 C4ðRÞ be a nonconstant positive periodic steady-
state of (1) with coefficient functions f ; g 2 C2ð0;1Þ; f > 0: Suppose hss has
least period X ; and translate hss to put its minimum at x ¼ 0:
If r ¼ g=f is strongly concave (r0050) then for every nontrivial u 2 H 1ðTX Þ
that is odd and is such that hss þ u > 0; we have Eðhss þ uÞ > EðhssÞ:
The theorem is global since the perturbations are not required to be small,
and it is consistent with asymptotic stability (although convergence to a
translate of hss seems more likely than convergence to hss itself).
Theorem 5 applies in the power-law case with 15q52; rðyÞ ¼ yq1:
Another example with strongly concave r is an equation [16, Eq. (24)]
describing the dynamics of a population of aphids, for which f ðyÞ ¼ y;
gðyÞ ¼ y  c and rðyÞ ¼ 1 c=y:
2.6. Relation between the Periodic and Neumann Stability Problems
Suppose hss is an even X -periodic steady-state of the evolution equation
(1) with extrema at x ¼ 0;X=2; . . . ; so that h0ss ¼ h
000
ss ¼ 0 at these points.
As we observed at the end of [14, Section 2.5], linear instability of hss with
respect to periodic boundary conditions on ðX=2;X=2Þ is equivalent to
linear instability with respect to Neumann (‘no ﬂux’) conditions on the half-
interval ð0;X=2Þ; these Neumann conditions are: hx ¼ hxxx ¼ 0 at x ¼ 0;X=2:
The energy of a positive smooth solution is still dissipated in the case of
Neumann boundary conditions, and obviously energy instability of hss in an
even direction uðxÞ for the periodic problem on ðX=2;X=2Þ is equivalent to
energy instability in the direction uðxÞ for the Neumann problem on ð0;X=2Þ:
(If the perturbation uðxÞ is even and has mean value zero on ðX=2;X=2Þ
then it has mean value zero on ð0;X=2Þ as well.) Similarly, ‘periodic’ energy
stability in all even directions on ðX=2;X=2Þ is equivalent to ‘Neumann’
energy stability in all directions on ð0;X=2Þ:
In short, for the Neumann problem on ð0;X=2Þ; the stability result in
Theorem 3 still holds, and the instability claims involvingh00ss in Theorems
1 and 2 also still hold, since these are even functions; the claims involving
h0ss do not carry over, since those are odd.
3. RELATIVE ENERGY LEVELS OF PERIODIC, CONSTANT AND
DROPLET STEADY STATES
In this section, we investigate the phase space of the power-law equation
ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
mhxÞx by comparing the value of the energy at positive
ENERGY LEVELS OF STEADY STATES 389periodic, constant and zero-angle droplet steady-states. Let X > 0 and recall
q ¼ m nþ 1:
3.1. Positive Periodic vs. Constant Steady States
The ﬂuid volume
R X
0 hðx; tÞ dx is conserved by the evolution, under
periodic boundary conditions, and so the mean value
%h :¼
1
X
Z X
0
h dx
is constant in time. Suppose the initial data hð
; 0Þ arises from a small zero-
mean perturbation of hss: It is natural to ask whether h can converge (while
staying positive and smooth) towards the constant steady-state hss; as
t!1: This cannot happen if EðhssÞ5EðhssÞ and if also hð
; 0Þ is so close to
hss that Eðhð
; 0ÞÞ5EðhssÞ:
Theorem 6. Let hss 2 C4ðRÞ be a nonconstant positive periodic steady-
state of the power-law equation ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
mhxÞx; with least period
X : Translate hss to put its minimum at x ¼ 0 so that hss rescales to ka for some
a 2 ð0; 1Þ; as in Section 2.3.
If q52 or q51 then EðhssÞ > EðhssÞ:
If q ¼ 1 then EðhssÞ ¼ EðhssÞ:
If 15q52 and E0 > 0 on ða; 1Þ then EðhssÞ > EðhssÞ:
If 15q52 and E050 on ða; 1Þ then EðhssÞ5EðhssÞ:
The theorem is proved in Section 5.1.
The last two statements of the theorem deserve some explanation. When
15q41:75; numerical evidence in Fig. 3 of [14] suggests E0ðaÞ50 for all a: If
this is true, then EðhssÞ5EðhssÞ by the theorem. When 1:755q41:794; the
sign of E0 can be determined from Fig. 5 below.
When 1:7954q52; Fig. 5 of [14] suggests E0ðaÞ > 0 for all a and so
EðhssÞ > EðhssÞ by the theorem. Thus when q51:795 or q51; the instability
result Theorem 2 and the energy level result Theorem 6 together lead us to
suspect the existence of a heteroclinic connection from hss to hss: In Fig. 3 we
present numerical simulations of such heteroclinic orbits, taken from the
companion article [15, Section 5.6]. The top part of the ﬁgure presents an
orbit connecting the positive periodic steady-state to the constant steady-
state. The bottom part presents a solution connecting in ﬁnite time a
perturbation of the same positive periodic steady-state to a droplet-type
proﬁle (which presumably then continues to evolve towards a droplet
steady-state).
For the Cahn–Hilliard equation, the analog of Theorem 6 (comparing
energy levels of nonconstant and constant steady-states) can be found in the
LAUGESEN AND PUGH390work of Grinfeld and Novick-Cohen [10, Theorem 4.1]; further, [10, Section
7] discusses a number of results on the existence of heteroclinic connections.
See also [17, Section 3.4].
Incidentally, the van der Waals equation (3) has q ¼ 3; and so by
Theorem 6, the energy of any positive periodic steady-state is greater than
that of the constant steady-state. This was observed numerically by Witelski
and Bernoff [24, Section 3].
3.2. Positive Periodic vs. Droplet Steady States
We do not yet have stability results for droplet steady-states. But here we
do show under certain conditions that the energy of a zero-angle droplet
steady-state must be lower than that of any positive periodic steady-state hss
whose period exceeds the length of the droplet. In our article [15, Section 5]
we show numerically that in these cases, the droplet seems to be strongly
attracting, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 3.
Theorem 7. Let hss 2 C4ðRÞ be a nonconstant positive periodic steady-
state of the power-law equation ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
mhxÞx; with hss having
least period X and area Ass ¼
R X
0 hss dx:
If 15q51 or 24q53; or if 15q52 and E0ðaÞ > 0 for all a 2 ð0; 1Þ; then
there exists a zero contact angle droplet steady-state #hss with length #X5X and
area #A ¼ Ass: Furthermore Eð #hssÞ5EðhssÞ:
We prove the theorem in Section 5.2.
Remarks. (1) Steady states with zero contact angle can occur only for
q > 1; by [13, Section 2.2], and so we do not consider q4 1 in the
theorem.
(2) We think the theorem applies to 1:7954q52; since it seems
numerically that E0 > 0 for those q-values. For q53 we think a similar
theorem might hold but with #hss being a configuration of disjoint zero-angle
droplets.
(3) Since EðhssÞ > Eð #hssÞ; there might be an orbit from hss to #hss: This
orbit might describe a positive solution that converges to the nonnegative
droplet proﬁle as t!1; or it might describe a positive solution that loses
positivity in ﬁnite time and then approaches the droplet as a nonnegative
weak solution. For 15q51 and 24q53; Theorems 6 and 7 are consistent
with the idea that the unstable positive periodic steady-state hss and its stable
manifold form a separatrix between the basin of attraction of the constant
steady-state and the basin of attraction of the droplet steady-state. In
particular, after perturbing hss in one direction one seems to ﬁnd a solution
that converges to the constant steady-state, while perturbing in the
00.5
1
1.5
π/2 π 3π/2   2π
π/2 π 3π/2   2π
0
0.5
1
1.5
FIG. 3. q ¼ 2:5 and n ¼ 1; dashed line: initial data.
ENERGY LEVELS OF STEADY STATES 391opposite direction often yields a solution that converges to a droplet proﬁle.
We present some numerical evidence for such behavior in Fig. 3, and discuss
this at length in the companion article [15, Section 5]. See also the ‘mountain
pass’ remark after Theorem 11.
For q 2 ð1; 1:75; we believe that there does not even exist a zero contact
angle steady-state with length less than X :
Theorem 8. Let 15q41:75 and suppose E0ðaÞ50 for all a 2 ð0; 1Þ: Let
hss 2 C4ðTX Þ be a nonconstant positive periodic steady- state of the power-law
equation ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
mhxÞx; with hss having least period X and area
Ass ¼
R X
0 hss dx: Assume
#hss is nonnegative and piecewise-C1 on TX ; has area
Ass; and is smooth on the set where it is positive and satisfies there the
‘nonlinear oscillator’ steady-state equation (6).
Then #hss is either constant or is a translate of hss; or is a configuration of
nonzero contact angle droplet steady-states. Specifically, #hss cannot be a zero
contact angle droplet steady-state.
We prove the theorem in Section 5.3. The hypothesis E050 seems to hold
for 15q41:75; by the numerical evidence in Fig. 3 of [14].
Finally, for q 2 ð1:75; 1:794 approximately, we know by the analytical and
numerical works in [13, Section 5.1] that there can be two positive periodic
steady-states with the same period and area. The next theorem shows that
the steady-state with smaller minimum value (and larger amplitude) is
LAUGESEN AND PUGH392energy stable, and has lower energy than the other one, which is energy
unstable. The bottom plot in Fig. 4 presents a numerical simulation
of an apparent orbit connecting these two steady-states [15, Section 5.5].
(The top plot presents an orbit connecting the unstable positive
periodic steady-state to the constant steady-state, similar to the top plot
of Fig. 3.)0
0.5
1
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π /2 π 3π/2   2π
0
0.5
1
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FIG. 4. q ¼ 1:768; n ¼ 1; dashed line: initial data.
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FIG. 5. Plots of EðaÞ for q ¼ 1:75; 1:76; 1:768; 1:78; 1:79: Top curve: q ¼ 1:75; the curves
move down as q increases.
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on ð0; acritÞ and E0ðaÞ > 0 on ðacrit; 1Þ; and assume a/aP ðaÞ
2=ðq1Þ is strictly
increasing for a 2 ð0; 1Þ:
Suppose hss1 and hss2 are nonconstant positive periodic steady-states of the
power-law equation ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
mhxÞx; with hss1 and hss2 having the
same least period X and same area
R X
0 hss1 dx ¼
R X
0 hss2 dx:
If hss1ðxÞ has lower minimum value than hss2ðxÞ; then hss1 is energy
stable, hss2 is energy unstable, and Eðhss1Þ5Eðhss2Þ: Furthermore,
Eðhss2Þ > Eðhss2Þ:
We prove this in Section 5.4. The hypothesis about EðaÞ being ﬁrst strictly
decreasing and then strictly increasing is conﬁrmed numerically for q in the
interval ð1:750; 1:794 by [13, Section 6.1]; see Fig. 5. Numerical work also
conﬁrms the hypothesis about aP ðaÞ2=ðq1Þ being a strictly increasing
function of a for all q 2 ð1; 2Þ:
Theorem 9 is analogous to [10, Theorem 4.1(v)] for the transitional and
metastable cases of the Cahn–Hilliard equation, where Grinfeld and
Novick-Cohen show the energy of a monotonic ‘interface’ solution is less
than that of a monotonic ‘spike’ solution having the same length and area.
3.3. Constant Steady States: Stability Results
For any number %h > 0 the constant function hss  %h is a steady-state of the
general evolution equation (1). We now develop analogues, for this constant
steady-state, of our earlier stability results. Then in the following subsection
we can compare the energies of the constant and droplet steady-states, for
power-law coefﬁcients.
We start by recalling a characterization of linear instability for steady-
states. In [14, Appendix A], evolution (1) was linearized around an
X -periodic positive steady-state hss 2 C4ðRÞ; reducing the linear stability
question to that of determining the lowest eigenvalue of a fourth-order
eigenproblem. By integrating up, we reduced to a second-order self-adjoint
problem. The end result was the following instability criterion: hss is linearly
unstable with respect to zero-mean perturbations at period X if and only if
t1ðhssÞ50; where the eigenvalue t1 is given by the Rayleigh principle
t1ðhssÞ ¼ min
u
R X
0 ½ðu
0Þ2  rðhssÞu2 dxR X
0
u2 dx
: ð11Þ
The minimum here is taken over u 2 H1ðTX Þ with
R X
0 u dx ¼ 0; uc0:
Theorem 10. Let f ; g 2 C2ð0;1Þ with f > 0; and write r ¼ g=f : Let
%h; X >0: Then for the constant steady-state hss  %h of (1), the eigenvalue
LAUGESEN AND PUGH394t1 in (11) is t1ð %hÞ ¼ ð2p=X Þ
2  rð %hÞ: The t1ð %hÞ-eigenspace is spanned by
sinð2px=X Þ and cosð2px=X Þ:
Thus with respect to zero-mean perturbations at period X ; the constant
steady-state is
linearly unstable if rð %hÞX 2 > 4p2;
linearly neutrally stable if rð %hÞX 2 ¼ 4p2;
linearly asymptotically stable if rð %hÞX 254p2:
(a) If rð %hÞX 2 > 4p2 or if rð %hÞX 2 ¼ 4p2 and r00ð %hÞ > 0; then the constant
steady-state is energy unstable in the directions sinð2px=X Þ and
cosð2px=X Þ:
(b) If rð %hÞX 254p2 or if rð %hÞX 2 ¼ 4p2 and r00ð %hÞ50; then the constant
steady-state is energy stable with respect to zero-mean perturbations of period
X : In fact, if rð %hÞX 254p2 then the constant steady-state is a strict local
minimum of the energy with respect to zero-mean perturbations in H 1ðTX Þ; and
%h is stable under the evolution (1), in an H 1ðTX Þ-sense made precise in the
proof.
We prove the theorem in Section 5.5. Its linear stability assertions are well
known and are included only for the sake of completeness.
Goldstein et al. [9, Section IIIB] used the energy to prove (nonlinear)
instability of the constant steady-state for the q ¼ 1 case (f ðyÞ ¼ yn;
gðyÞ ¼ Byn;X ¼ 2p) with either 24B54 or B ¼ j2 for some integer
j52:
3.4. Constant vs. Droplet Steady States
Consider power-law coefﬁcients, so that rðyÞ ¼ Byq1; then the previous
theorem shows that the stability of the constant steady-state %h is determined
by whether the quantity B %h
q1
X 2 is >;¼ or 54p2:
Fix X > 0: Does a zero-angle droplet steady-state exist with length at most
X and with the same area %hX as the constant steady-state? If such a droplet
steady-state exists, can it have lower energy than the constant steady-state?
In this direction, in Section 5.6 we prove:
Theorem 11. Let %h;X > 0; and consider the constant steady-state hss  %h
of the power-law evolution equation ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
mhxÞx:
(a) Suppose 15q53: Then there exists a zero contact angle droplet
steady-state #hss of length #X4X and area %hX if and only if
B %h
q1
X 25Eð0Þ ¼: E0ðqÞ: ð12Þ
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B %h
q1
X 2 > Að0Þ2
3þ q
ð3 qÞðqþ 1Þ
 ð3qÞ=q
¼: LðqÞ
ðfor  15q53; q=0Þ ð13Þ
or B %h
1
X 2 > 4e2p=3 ¼: Lð0Þ ( for q ¼ 0).
(b) For q ¼ 3; such a droplet steady-state #hss exists if and only if B %h
2
X 2 ¼ Eð0Þ: For q > 3; #hss exists if and only if B %h
q1
X 24Eð0Þ: For all q53; if
#hss exists then Eð %hÞ5Eð #hssÞ:
To understand conditions (12) and (13), see the plots of E0ðqÞ and LðqÞ in
Figs. 6 and 7 (the plots were constructed using the formulas for Að0Þ; P ð0Þ;
Eð0Þ in [13, Section 3.1.2]). The graphs of E0 and L intersect at q ¼ 1; 1; 3−1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
10
20
30
4π2
  L(q)   L(q)
E0(q)
FIG. 6. Plots of E0ðqÞ and LðqÞ: Note LðqÞ is only deﬁned for 15q53:
   1.75    1.76      q*    q**    1.78    1.79
39.3
39.4
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39.7
E0(q)
  L(q)
FIG. 7. Close-up view near qnn  1:775:
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if the droplet steady-state in Theorem 11(a) exists then it certainly
has lower energy than the constant steady-state. On the other hand,
it appears that E05L when 15q51 and when qnn5q53; in these
cases the energy condition (13) may or may not hold when the
existence condition (12) holds, so that the energy of the droplet steady-
state (if it exists) might be higher or lower than that of the constant
steady-state.
The dashed line at height 4p2 in Figs. 6 and 7 intersects E0ðqÞ at 1 and
qn  1:768; and intersects LðqÞ at 1 and 1.761 (approx.). This line matters
because the constant steady-state is a strict local minimum for the energy
when B %h
q1
X 254p2; by Theorem 10(b). For example, suppose that 24q53
and %h and X are such that E0ðqÞ5LðqÞ5B %h
q1
X 254p2: Then the constant
steady-state %h is a strict local minimum of the energy but is not a global
minimum since Eð %hÞ > Eð #hssÞ by Theorem 11(a). A mountain pass idea then
suggests the energy might have a saddle point at which its value is greater
than Eð %hÞ: Such a saddle ought to be an energy unstable positive periodic
steady-state, and should have period X and area %hX : In fact we already
know such a positive periodic steady-state exists, by [15, Theorem 12] and
Theorem 6 of this paper; we illustrate it in Fig. 3. Perturbing from the saddle
in one direction leads to relaxation to the constant (see the top part of Fig.
3), while perturbing in the opposite direction yields apparent relaxation to a
droplet (the bottom part of Fig. 3).
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1–3 AND 5
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1
Recall that the positive periodic steady-state hss satisﬁes equations (4)
and (5):
h000ss þ rðhssÞh
0
ss ¼ 0; h
00
ss þ H
0ðhssÞ ¼ const:; ð14Þ
where H 00ðyÞ ¼ rðyÞ is deﬁned for y > 0:
We compute the ﬁrst four variations of the energy (2). Let u 2 H 1ðTX Þ
have mean value zero. For all e small enough that hss þ eu > 0 (so that
H ðhss þ euÞ makes sense), we have
d
de
Eðhss þ euÞ

e¼0
¼ 
Z X
0
½h00ss þ H
0ðhssÞu dx ¼ 0 ð15Þ
by ð14Þ; since u has mean value zero;
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de2
Eðhss þ euÞ

e¼0
¼
Z X
0
½ðu0Þ2  rðhssÞu2 dx ð16Þ
¼ numerator of the Rayleigh quotient
ð11Þ for t1ðhssÞ;
d3
de3
Eðhss þ euÞ

e¼0
¼ 
Z X
0
r0ðhssÞu3 dx; ð17Þ
d4
de4
Eðhss þ euÞ

e¼0
¼ 
Z X
0
r00ðhssÞu4 dx: ð18Þ
If the steady-state hss is linearly unstable with respect to zero-mean
perturbations at period X ; then the numerator of the Rayleigh quotient (11)
is negative for some zero-mean trial function u 2 H 1ðTX Þ=f0g: We can
assume u 2 C1ðTX Þ: From (16), the second variation of the energy in the
direction u is negative, so that hss is energy unstable in the direction u as
desired.
From Theorems 1 and 3 in [14], hss is linearly unstable with respect to
zero-mean perturbations at period X if it is nonconstant and: either the least
period of hss is X=j for some integer j52 or r ¼ g=f is convex (r0050) and
nonconstant on the range of hss: Hence hss is energy unstable in those
situations.
Now assume hss is nonconstant and r is strongly convex (r00 > 0). We
consider the second variation of E in the direction u ¼ h00ss:
d2
de2
Eðhss  eh00ssÞ

e¼0
¼
Z X
0
½h0002ss  rðhssÞh
002
ss  dx
¼ 
Z X
0
rðhssÞ½h0ssh
000
ss þ h
002
ss  dx by ð14Þ
¼ 
Z X
0
rðhssÞ½h0ssh
00
ss
0 dx ¼
Z X
0
r0ðhssÞh02ssh
00
ss dx
¼
1
3
Z X
0
r0ðhssÞ½h03ss
0 dx ¼ 
1
3
Z X
0
r00ðhssÞh04ss dx: ð19Þ
By assumption, r00ðhssðxÞÞ > 0 for all x: Since h0ss is not identically zero, the
second variation in the direction u ¼ h00ss is negative, and so h
00
ss is an
energy unstable direction for hss:
LAUGESEN AND PUGH398It remains to prove hss is energy unstable in the directions u ¼ h0ss: Here
the second variation is zero, since (16) becomes
Z X
0
½ðh00ssÞ
2  rðhssÞðh0ssÞ
2 dx ¼ 
Z X
0
½h000ss þ rðhssÞh
0
ssh
0
ss dx ¼ 0
by parts and ð14Þ:
The third variation is zero for u ¼ h0ss by (17), because hss is even about
its minimum point while ðh0ssÞ
3 is odd, by uniqueness for the nonlinear
oscillator equation h00ss þ H
0ðhssÞ ¼ const: in (14). The fourth variation is
negative by (18), because r00ðhssðxÞÞ > 0 by assumption. Hence hss is energy
unstable in the directions u ¼ h0ss; completing the proof. ]
A number of other authors, working on closely related topics, have noted
that translation invariance of the evolution implies the second variation of
the energy in the direction h0ss is zero [6, 7, 19]. Those authors then proved
energy instability in the direction u ¼ h0ss þ Z for some small function Z:
Their arguments relied either on hss having least period X=j for some j52 or
else they did not impose a zero-mean requirement on the perturbation.
Above, we have relied instead on the assumption r00 > 0:
4.2. Proof of Theorem 2
When q51 or q > 2; Theorem 2 follows from the last statement of
Theorem 1 since rðyÞ ¼ Byq1 is strongly convex.
When q ¼ 2 and u ¼ h00ss; formula (19) shows the second variation of the
energy is zero, since rðyÞ ¼ By and r00  0: The third variation is negative
because
d3
de3
Eðhss  eh00ssÞ

e¼0
¼ B
R X
0
ðh00ssÞ
3 dx by ð17Þ
¼ 2B
R X
0 h
0
ssh
00
ssh
000
ss dx by parts
¼ 2B2
R X
0 hssðh
0
ssÞ
2h00ss dx since h
000
ss ¼ Bhssh
0
ss by ð14Þ
¼ 
2
3
B2
R X
0 ðh
0
ssÞ
4 dx50:
Thus the steady-state is energy unstable in the direction u ¼ h00ss:
Now suppose q > 1 and E0ðaÞ > 0: To obtain the unstable direction u; start
by rescaling ka (deﬁned in Section 2.3) to give a new function
KaðxÞ :¼
P ðaÞ
AðaÞ
kaðP ðaÞxÞ: ð20Þ
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kaðxÞ :¼
@
@a
KaðxÞ;
ka is well deﬁned and smooth because P and A depend smoothly on a while
kaðxÞ is jointly smooth in ða; xÞ: Notice ka is even in x; has period 1; and has
mean value zero,
Z 1
0
kaðxÞ dx ¼
@
@a
Z 1
0
KaðxÞ dx ¼
@
@a
ð1Þ ¼ 0:
(See [15, Section 5.4] for more on ka:) Let uðxÞ ¼ kaðx=X :Þ
We want to show u is an unstable direction. First, we show that
composing the rescalings of hss to ka and then ka to Ka yields
BX 2hssðxX Þ
q1 ¼ EKaðxÞ
q1: ð21Þ
Indeed, from deﬁnition (20) of Ka; the right-hand side of (21) reduces to
P 2kaðPxÞ
q1; and then one can substitute for ka in terms of hss using (7). Next
one obtains the left-hand side of (21) by using the relation P ¼ ðB=DÞ1=2q
D1=2X which relates the periods of ka and hss (P and X ; respectively).
Now that we have (21), use (16) to compute the second variation of the
energy in the direction uðxÞ ¼ kaðx=X Þ asZ X
0
½k0aðx=X Þ
2=X 2 BhssðxÞ
q1kaðx=X Þ
2 dx
¼
Z 1
0
½k0aðxÞ
2 BX 2hssðxX Þ
q1kaðxÞ
2 dx=X
¼
Z 1
0
½ðk0aÞ
2  EKq1a k
2
a dx=X by ð21Þ
50
by the proof of [14, Proposition 14], which uses both q > 1 and E0ðaÞ > 0:
Thus the steady-state is energy unstable in the direction u ¼ kaðx=X Þ: ]
4.3. Proof of Theorem 3
Since E0ðaÞ50 by hypothesis, Proposition 15 of [14] implies m1ðaÞ50;
where
m1ðaÞ :¼ min
R 1
0 ½ðv
0Þ2  EðaÞKq1a v
2 dxR 1
0 v
2 dx
: v 2 H 1ðT1Þ=f0g;
Z 1
0
vðxÞ dx ¼ 0
( )
:
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2t1ðhssÞ; by letting vðxÞ ¼ uðxX Þ and using identity (21) and
the deﬁnition (11) of t1: Hence t1ðhssÞ50:
Consider u 2 H1ðTX Þ=f0g with mean value zero. The ﬁrst variation of E in
the direction u is zero by (15), and the second variation of E in (16) is
nonnegative because it equals the numerator of the Rayleigh quotient for t1ðhssÞ:
If the second variation is positive then hss is energy stable in the direction
hss and we are done. If the second variation is zero then the Rayleigh
quotient of u is zero, and so t1ðhssÞ ¼ 0 and u minimizes the Rayleigh
quotient for t1 in (11). Hence u satisﬁes the Euler–Lagrange condition u00 þ
rðhssÞu ¼ const; and so it satisﬁesLu ¼ 0 whereL is the linearized operator
deﬁned in [14, Eq. (4)] (take a ¼ 0 there). Theorem 10(a) in [14] and the
hypothesis E0ðaÞ50 now imply u is a multiple of h0ss; and so u is odd.
Therefore, the third variation (17) of E in the direction u is zero, because
u is odd and hss is even. The fourth variation is positive by (18) because
rðyÞ ¼ Byq1 and r00ðyÞ50 for 15q52: Thus hss is energy stable in the
direction u: ]
4.4. Proof of Theorem 5
As usual, the ﬁrst variation of E at hss is zero by (15). We now prove
nonnegativity of the second variation, given by (16).
First note that hss is symmetric about every point at which h0ss ¼ 0; by
uniqueness for the ODE h00ss þ H
0ðhssÞ ¼ const (see (14)); the uniqueness
theorem applies here since the coefﬁcient function H 0 is C1 (even C3) on the
range of the positive bounded function hss:
Since hss has a minimum at x ¼ 0 by hypothesis, we conclude hss is even
and h0ss > 0 on ð0;X=2Þ (otherwise hss would have period less than X ).
Consider a minimizer of the Rayleigh quotient (11) with respect to odd
functions u; it is a smooth odd function *u satisfying *u00 þ rðhssÞ *uþ *t *u ¼ 0 for
some constant *t: Since *uð0Þ ¼ 0; one must have *u0ð0Þ=0 because otherwise
*u  0 by the uniqueness theorem for linear ODEs. Also, *uðX=2Þ ¼ 0 by the
oddness and periodicity of *u; and so there is a point b 2 ð0;X=2 with *uðbÞ ¼
0 and *u=0 between 0 and b: Assume *u > 0 between 0 and b (otherwise
consider  *u). Then
*t
Z b
0
*uh0ss dx ¼ 
Z b
0
½ *u00 þ rðhssÞ *uh0ss dx since *u
00 þ rðhssÞ *uþ *t *u ¼ 0
¼  *u0ðbÞh0ssðbÞ 
Z b
0
½h000ss þ rðhssÞh
0
ss *u dx
by parts; since h0ssð0Þ ¼ 0
¼  *u0ðbÞh0ssðbÞ by ð14Þ
5 0
ENERGY LEVELS OF STEADY STATES 401because *u0ðbÞ40 and h0ssðbÞ50: Since *u and h
0
ss are positive on ð0; bÞ it
follows that *t50: Hence the second variation of E in (16) is nonnegative, as
desired.
The third variation at e ¼ 0 is zero by (17), since u is odd and hss
is even.
The fourth variation (18) is positive not just at e ¼ 0 but at all
e 2 ð0; 1Þ:
d4
de4
Eðhss þ euÞ ¼ 
Z X
0
r00ðhss þ euÞu4 dx > 0
by the strong concavity of r; provided uc0: Taylor’s theorem completes the
proof, since for some *e 2 ð0; 1Þ;
EðhssþuÞ ¼EðhssÞþ
1
2!
d2
de2
Eðhss þ euÞ

e¼0
þ
1
4!
d4
de4
Eðhss þ euÞ

e¼*e
> EðhssÞ: ]
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 6–11
5.1. Proof of Theorem 6
We start by relating EðhssÞ to EðkaÞ: Take
H ðyÞ :¼
1
q ½
yqþ1
qþ1  y; q=0;1;
y log y  y; q ¼ 0;
y  log y; q ¼ 1;
8><
>: ð22Þ
so that H 00ðyÞ ¼ yq1; and recall from deﬁnition (2) of the energy that
EðhssÞ ¼
Z X
0
1
2
ðh0ssÞ
2 BH ðhssÞ
 
dx and
EðkaÞ ¼
Z P ðaÞ
0
1
2
ðk0aÞ
2  H ðkaÞ
 
dx: ð23Þ
Denote the period of hss by Pss ¼ X ; and the area by Ass ¼
R X
0 hss dx:
Writing P ¼ P ðaÞ and A ¼ AðaÞ; the rescaling (7) implies
P ¼
ðBDÞ
1=2qD1=2Pss; q=0;
eD=2BB1=2Pss; q ¼ 0;
(
and A¼
ðBDÞ
3=2qD1=2Ass; q=0;
e3D=2BB1=2Ass; q ¼ 0:
(
ð24Þ
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hssðxÞ ¼
Ass
A
P
Pss
ka
P
Pss
x
 
: ð25Þ
From (24) we obtain the invariance relation
BP 3qss A
q1
ss ¼ P
3qAq1 ¼ EðaÞ ð26Þ
and this implies
Ass
A
 2 P
Pss
 3
¼ B
Ass
A
 qþ1 P
Pss
 q
: ð27Þ
Using (25)–(27) and deﬁnitions (23), we at last deduce a relation between
EðhssÞ and EðkaÞ:
B1hss
ðqþ1Þ EðhssÞ  EðhssÞ
Pss
¼ ka
ðqþ1Þ EðkaÞ  EðkaÞ
P ðaÞ
; ð28Þ
where the mean values are hss :¼ Ass=Pss and ka :¼ AðaÞ=P ðaÞ: [When
checking (28), one can omit the linear terms in H ðyÞ from the calculations,
since hss and hss have the same mean value, as do ka and ka:]
In view of (28), then, Theorem 6 follows from:
Proposition 12. Fix a1 2 ð0; 1Þ:
If q52 or q51 then EðkaÞ > EðkaÞ for all a 2 ð0; 1Þ:
If q ¼ 1 then EðkaÞ ¼ EðkaÞ for all a 2 ð0; 1Þ:
If 15q52 and E0ðaÞ > 0 8a 2 ða1; 1Þ then EðkaÞ > EðkaÞ 8a 2 ½a1; 1Þ:
If 15q52 and E0ðaÞ50 8a 2 ða1; 1Þ then EðkaÞ5EðkaÞ 8a 2 ½a1; 1Þ:
Note that if q52 or q51 then E0ðaÞ > 0 for all a by [14, Theorem 11].
Proof of Proposition 12. If q ¼ 1 then EðkaÞ ¼ EðkaÞ; as one sees directly
from the formula in (23), using that kaðxÞ ¼ 1þ ða 1Þ cos x; P ðaÞ ¼ 2p and
ka ¼ 1: So we assume q=1 from now on, and a 2 ð0; 1Þ:
The following proof depends on a number of elementary differential
equations and inequalities from Sections 5.1–5.2 of [14].
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EðkaÞ  EðkaÞ
P
¼
1
P
Z P
0
1
2
k02a  H ðkaÞ
 
dxþ H ðA=P Þ
¼
1
P
Z P
0
k02a dx H ðaÞ þ H ðA=P Þ by ½14; Eq: ð21Þ: ð29Þ
Temporarily assume q= 1; then,
d
da
EðkaÞ  EðkaÞ
P
¼ 
P 0ðaÞ
P 2
Z P
0
k02a dxþ 1þ ðqþ 1ÞH ðA=P Þ
A
P
 1 ! A
P
 0
ðaÞ; ð30Þ
where we have used [14, Eq. (35)] and the identity H 0ðyÞ ¼ 1þ ðqþ 1ÞH ðyÞ
y1 (valid for q= 1). Differentiating the function
FðaÞ :¼
A
P
 ðqþ1Þ
EðkaÞ  EðkaÞ
P
ð31Þ
(which is inspired by (28)) with respect to a; we ﬁnd from (29) and (30) that
F0ðaÞ ¼
A
P
 ðqþ2Þ
1
P
Z P
0
k02a dx ðqþ 1Þ
A
P
 0

AP 0
P 2
 
þ
A
P
þ ðqþ 1ÞH ðaÞ
 
A
P
 0
:
Substituting
A
P
þ ðqþ 1ÞH ðaÞ ¼
qþ 3
2
1
P
Z P
0
k02a dx
from [14, Eqs. (31)–(32)] yields
F0ðaÞ ¼ 
1
2
A
P
 ðqþ2Þ
1
P
Z P
0
k02a dx 
 ðq 1Þ
A
P
 0
þ2AP2P 0
 
for q= 1: ð32Þ
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F0ðaÞ ¼
d
da
EðkaÞ  EðkaÞ
P
¼ 
P 0
P 2
Z P
0
k02a dxþ ð1 P=AÞ
A
P
 0
from ð29Þ and ½14;Eq: ð35Þ
¼ 
1
2
A
P
 1
1
P
Z P
0
k02a dx 2
A
P
 0
þ2AP2P 0
 
using that ð1 P=AÞ ¼
R P
0 ðk
0
aÞ
2 dx=A when q ¼ 1; by [14, Eq. (28)]. The last
equation is (32) for q ¼ 1:
Equation (32) simpliﬁes to
F0ðaÞ ¼ 
1
2
P3
A
P
 2qZ P
0
k02a dx
" #
E0ðaÞ ð33Þ
using that E ¼ P 2ðA=P Þq1 by (26). Hence
E0 > 0,F050 and E050,F0 > 0: ð34Þ
Also,
FðaÞ ! 0 as a! 1 ð35Þ
by formula (29) together with the facts that P ;A! 2p and P=A! 1 as
a! 1 (see [14, Lemma 6]) and that k0a ! 0 uniformly as a! 1; by [14,
Eq. (21)]. Proposition 12 now follows from (34), (35) and [14, Theorem 11]
(which shows E0 > 0 when q52 or q51). For example, if E0 > 0 on ða1; 1Þ
then F050 on ða1; 1Þ; since Fð1Þ ¼ 0 we deduce F > 0 on ½a1; 1Þ; and so
EðkaÞ  EðkaÞ > 0 for a 2 ½a1; 1Þ: ]
5.2. Proof of Theorem 7
The proof relies on formulas for A0ðaÞ and E0ðaÞ that were derived in
Lemmas 16 and 18 of [14]: for all q= 1;
A0 ¼ ðqþ 1ÞH ðaÞP 0 
q 1
2
H 0ðaÞP ; ð36Þ
E0 ¼ 
A
P
 q2
P 0½ðq 3ÞAþ ðq 1Þðqþ 1ÞH ðaÞP  þ
1
2
ðq 1Þ2H 0ðaÞP 2
 
:
ð37Þ
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therefore, imply 15q53 and E0ðaÞ > 0 for all a 2 ð0; 1Þ: Also Eð0Þ > 0
because q > 1 [14, Section 3.1.2]. If we deﬁne
#X ¼ ½Eð0Þ=ðBAq1ss Þ
1=ð3qÞ
then
B #X
3q
Aq1ss ¼ Eð0Þ5EðaÞ ¼ BX
3qAq1ss
by (26); here the value a 2 ð0; 1Þ is determined by translating and rescaling hss
to a particular ka; as in Section 2.3. Hence 05 #X5X (using that q53).
By rescaling the zero contact angle function k0 on the interval ½0; P ð0Þ (as
in Section 2.3; see [13, Claim 5.1.2] for details) we obtain a zero-contact
angle droplet steady-state #hss of ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx Bðh
mhxÞx; with length #X
and area Ass as desired.
It remains to prove that the energy of this droplet steady-state is lower
than the energy of the positive periodic steady-state hss: That is, we want to
prove
Z X
0
1
2
ð #h
0
ssÞ
2 BGð #hssÞ
 
dx5
Z X
0
1
2
ðh0ssÞ
2 BGðhssÞ
 
dx; ð38Þ
where
GðyÞ ¼
yqþ1
qðqþ1Þ; q=0;1;
y log y  y; q ¼ 0;
log y; q ¼ 1;
8><
>:
note that we can use G instead of H in the energy because they differ only by
a linear function [cf. deﬁnition (22) of H ] and #hss and hss have the same area,
Ass:
Since #hss is supported on ð0; #X Þ and because Gð0Þ ¼ 0; we need only
integrate over ð0; #X Þ in (38). Next rescale #hss to k0 and hss to ka: from (25)
and (27) (with Pss replaced by #X or X as appropriate) we deduce that (38) is
equivalent to
Ass
Að0Þ
 2 P ð0Þ
#X
 3Z P ð0Þ
0
1
2
ðk00Þ
2  Gðk0Þ
 
dx
5
Ass
AðaÞ
 2 P ðaÞ
X
 3Z P ðaÞ
0
1
2
ðk0aÞ
2  GðkaÞ
 
dx
LAUGESEN AND PUGH406except that when q ¼ 0 we have to subtract
log
Ass
Að0Þ
P ð0Þ
#X
 
k0 and log
Ass
AðaÞ
P ðaÞ
X
 
ka
from the integrands on the left- and right-hand sides, respectively. By
substituting the relations
#X ¼ ½Eð0Þ=ðBAq1ss Þ
1=ð3qÞ and X ¼ ½EðaÞ=ðBAq1ss Þ
1=ð3qÞ
into the last inequality and using the deﬁnition EðaÞ ¼ P ðaÞ3qAðaÞq1; we see
that the desired inequality reduces to Gð0Þ5GðaÞ where (for q=3)
GðaÞ ¼AðaÞðqþ3Þ=ðq3Þ
Z P ðaÞ
0
1
2
ðk0aÞ
2  GðkaÞ
 
dx þ
2
3
log AðaÞ; when q¼ 0
 
:
ð39Þ
Thus, to show the energy of #hss is lower than that of hss; it sufﬁces to show
G0ðaÞ > 0 for all a 2 ð0; 1Þ; assuming 15q53 and E0ðaÞ > 0 for all a 2 ð0; 1Þ:
To show G0 > 0; we substitute [14, Eq. (32)] and [14, Eq. (30)] into
deﬁnition (39) of G; obtaining that
G ¼
q 3
qðqþ 3Þ
A2q=ðq3Þ þ
q 1
qþ 3
H ðaÞPAðqþ3Þ=ðq3Þ when q=3; 0;1;3:
After differentiating this formula with respect to a and then substituting for
A0ðaÞ from (36), we simplify with the help of (37) to obtain
G0 ¼
1
q 3
H ðaÞA6=ðq3Þ
A
P
 qþ2
E0 when q=3; 0;1;3: ð40Þ
When q ¼ 0 we obtain G ¼ 23
1
3HPA
1 þ 23 log A; by putting the q ¼ 0
versions of [14, Eq. (32)] and [14, Eq. (30)] into (39). Hence G0 ¼ 1
3
HP2E0;
by differentiating and using (36) and (37). That is, (40) holds when q ¼ 0;
also.
We conclude from (40) that G0 > 0 as desired (provided 15q53 and
E0ðaÞ > 0 for all a 2 ð0; 1Þ), since for q > 1 we have H ðaÞ50 by deﬁnition
(22). ]
5.3. Proof of Theorem 8
The proof involves rescaling arguments rather than the energy. Write
Pss ¼ X : Assume #hss is nonconstant.
Suppose that in fact #hss is positive (and so smooth by hypothesis). Then
the least period of #hss equals Pss=j for some positive integer j; with the area
ENERGY LEVELS OF STEADY STATES 407per period equaling Ass=j: If j ¼ 1 then #hss must be a translate of hss; by
modifying slightly the uniqueness remarks in [14, Section 6.2] (using the
assumption that E050 to get strict monotonicity of E).
Thus we can assume j52: By rescaling hss and #hss to ka and k#a for some
a; #a 2 ð0; 1Þ; as in (7), we get from (26) that
EðaÞ ¼ BP 3qss A
q1
ss and Eð#aÞ ¼ BðPss=jÞ
3qðAss=jÞ
q1:
Hence
44j2 ¼
EðaÞ
Eð#aÞ
5
Eð0Þ
Eð1Þ
since E050
¼
1
4p2
2
q
ð1þ qÞB
1
2q
;
1
2
 3q
B
3
2q
;
1
2
 q1
¼: J ðqÞ say;
by the formula for Eð0Þ in [13, Eq. (3.13)] and since Eð1Þ ¼ P ð1Þ3qAð1Þq1 ¼
4p2 by [14, Lemma 6]. We will obtain a contradiction by showing J ðqÞ54;
when 15q41:75; this will show #hss is not positive.
For 15q41:5 we have
J ðqÞ4
1
4p2
2
1
ð1þ 1:5ÞB
1
2 
 1:5
;
1
2
 31
B
3
2 
 1:5
;
1
2
 1:51
 3:1754;
where we have used that the Beta function Bða; bÞ ¼
R 1
0 t
a1ð1 tÞb1 dt is
decreasing in its arguments, and is bigger than 1 when those arguments are
less than 1: For 1:55q41:75 we similarly have
J ðqÞ4
1
4p2
2
1:5
ð1þ 1:75ÞB
1
2 
 1:75
;
1
2
 31:5
B
3
2 
 1:75
;
1
2
 1:751
 1:7354;
completing the contradiction.
The above contradiction implies #hss is not positive everywhere. Consider
therefore one component of the set fx : #hssðxÞ > 0g; say an interval with
length #P4Pss: Write #A4Ass for the area under #hss on this interval. Note the
contact angles of #hss must be the same at the two endpoints of the interval,
as a consequence of the nonlinear oscillator equation (6) (see for example
[13, Section 2.2]). Suppose these contact angles are zero, so that #hss rescales
to k0 on the interval, using (7). Then
Eð0Þ ¼ B #P
3q #A
q1
4BP 3qss A
q1
ss ¼ EðaÞ
by applying (26) twice, but this contradicts our assumption that E050: Thus
the contact angles of #hss must all be nonzero, as desired. ]
LAUGESEN AND PUGH4085.4. Proof of Theorem 9
Translate hss1 and hss2 so that they attain their minimum values at
x ¼ 0; and then rescale as in Section 2.3 to obtain ka1 and ka2 ; respectively.
Since hss1 and hss2 have the same period and area, for which we write
Pss ¼ X and Ass; respectively, it follows from (26) that Eða1Þ ¼ Eða2Þ: Notice
hss1=hss2 ) a1=a2; in view of expression (25) for hss in terms of ka and
Pss;Ass; P ðaÞ;AðaÞ: Since Eða1Þ ¼ Eða2Þ while E is strictly decreasing on
ð0; acritÞ and strictly increasing on ðacrit; 1Þ; we conclude acrit must lie between
a1 and a2:
We show a15a2: The hypothesis min hss15min hss2 gives
a1
D1
B
 1=q
5a2
D2
B
 1=q
by rescaling (7). Next apply the ﬁrst equation in (24) to solve for D1
in terms of P ða1Þ; Pss and B; and similarly solve for D2 in terms of
P ða2Þ; Pss and B: Substituting into the above inequality gives
a1P ða1Þ
2=ðq1Þ5a2P ða2Þ
2=ðq1Þ: The strict increase of a/aP ðaÞ2=ðq1Þ implies
a15a2:
Since a15acrit5a2; our hypothesis on E0 implies E0ða1Þ50 and E0ða2Þ > 0:
Theorem 3 then implies that hss1 is energy stable, and Theorem 2 implies hss2
is energy unstable.
Next we show Eðhss1Þ5Eðhss2Þ; or Eðhss1Þ  Eðhss1Þ5Eðhss2Þ  Eðhss2Þ: In
view of the rescaling relation (28) for the energy, it sufﬁces to prove Fða1Þ
5Fða2Þ; where F was deﬁned in (31).
To prove Fða1Þ5Fða2Þ; we write (33) as F0ðaÞ ¼ dðaÞð1=EÞ
0ðaÞ;
where
dðaÞ ¼
1
2
P 3A2
Z P
0
k02a dx:
The point of this transformation is that dðaÞ is strictly decreasing: P 050 and
A0 > 0; by [13, Proposition 7.3 and 7.4], while a/
R P
0 k
02
a dx is decreasing by
[14, Eq. (35)]. Also ð1=EÞ0 > 0 on ð0; acritÞ and ð1=EÞ
050 on ðacrit; 1Þ; by
assumption. Hence
F0ðaÞ > dðacritÞð1=EÞ
0ðaÞ for a 2 ð0; 1Þ; a=acrit:
Integrating this inequality from a1 to a2 and using that Eða1Þ ¼ Eða2Þ gives
Fða2Þ >Fða1Þ; as desired.
Finally, (33) shows F0ðaÞ50 on ðacrit; 1Þ; and so Fða2Þ >Fð1Þ ¼ 0 by
(35). Thus (28) yields Eðhss2Þ > Eðhss2Þ: ]
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From the deﬁnition (11) we see
t1ð %hÞ ¼ min
u
R X
0 ðu
0Þ2 dxR X
0 u
2 dx
 rð %hÞ ¼
2p
X
 2
rð %hÞ
with the minimum being attained precisely for linear combinations of
sinð2px=X Þ and cosð2px=X Þ: The ﬁrst two paragraphs of the theorem
follow directly.
(a) Now suppose rð %hÞX 2 > 4p2: The variational formulas (15) and (16)
in the proof of Theorem 1 show the constant steady-state %h is energy
unstable in the sine and cosine directions, since these are t1ð %hÞ-eigenfunc-
tions and t1ð %hÞ50: Suppose next rð %hÞX 2 ¼ 4p2 and r00ð %hÞ > 0: Then the ﬁrst
two variations of the energy in thesin directions are zero, by (15) and (16).
The third variation equals r0ð %hÞ times the integral ofsin3; by (17); thus the
third variation is also zero. The fourth variation is r00ð %hÞ
R X
0 sin
4ð2px=X Þ dx;
which is negative because we assumed r00ð %hÞ > 0: Thus the constant steady-
state is energy unstable in thesin directions. Argue similarly for thecos
directions.
(b) If rð %hÞX 254p2; or if rð %hÞX 2 ¼ 4p2 and r00ð %hÞ50; then t1ð %hÞ50 and
so we get energy stability by modifying the argument of part (a) as follows.
The ﬁrst variation of the energy in a direction u is always zero. If the second
variation is positive then we are done. Otherwise the second variation must
be zero, so that t1ð %hÞ ¼ 0 and r00ð %hÞ50: Then u must be a linear combination
of sines and cosines, and so the third variation is also zero. Then the fourth
variation is positive.
Furthermore, for rð %hÞX 254p2 we will prove %h is a strict local minimum of
the energy, and is stable in H 1: In doing this, we will use below a certain
sufﬁciently small number d 2 ð0; 1Þ: Then considering u 2 H 1ðTX Þ with mean
value zero and jjujjH 1ðTX Þ ¼ 1; we ﬁnd for all e 2 ½0; d that
d2
de2
Eð %hþ euÞ ¼
Z X
0
½ðu0Þ2  rð %hþ euÞu2 dx
¼ d
Z X
0
½ðu0Þ2 þ u2 dxþ ð1 dÞ
Z X
0
ðu0Þ2 
rð %hþ euÞ þ d
1 d
u2
" #
dx
> djjujj2H1ðTX Þ þ ð1 dÞ
Z X
0
ðu0Þ2 
4p2
X 2
u2
 
dx5djjujj2H 1ðTX Þ:
In the second-to-last step above, we used rð %hÞX 254p2 and jjujj14CjjujjH1 ¼
C and we chose d sufﬁciently small (independent of u and e).
LAUGESEN AND PUGH410On the other hand, jeuj4djjujjL14 %h=2 provided d is chosen small enough
(independent of u), and hence
d2
de2
Eð %hþ euÞ ¼
Z X
0
½ðu0Þ2  rð %hþ euÞu2 dx4Cð %hÞ
Z X
0
½ðu0Þ2 þ u2 dx
for some constant Cð %hÞ51
¼Cð %hÞjjujj2H1ðTX Þ:
We deduce from the preceding estimates and the vanishing of the ﬁrst
variation in (15) that if u 2 H 1ðTX Þ has mean value zero and jjujjH1ðTX Þ4d;
then %hþ u > 0 and the energy varies quadratically away from %h:
1
2
djjujj2H1ðTX Þ4Eð
%hþ uÞ  Eð %hÞ4
1
2
Cð %hÞjjujj2H1ðTX Þ: ð41Þ
The left-hand side estimate implies %h is a strict local minimum of the energy,
with respect to X -periodic zero-mean perturbations.
We now prove %h is stable, in the sense that if hðx; tÞ is a smooth positive
solution of (1) for x 2 TX and t 2 ½0; T ; for some T > 0; and if hð
; 0Þ has
mean value %h and jjhð
; 0Þ  %hjjH1ðTX Þ5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d3=4Cð %hÞ
q
; then jjhð
; tÞ  %hjjH1ðTX Þ5d
=2 for all t 2 ½0; T : Indeed, the quadratic bounds (41) and the dissipation of
the energy together imply
1
2
djjhð
; tÞ  %hjj2H1ðTX Þ4Eðhð
; tÞÞ  Eð
%hÞ
4Eðhð
; 0ÞÞ  Eð %hÞ4
1
2
Cð %hÞjjhð
; 0Þ  %hjj2H1ðTX Þ5
1
2
d3
4
so that jjhð
; tÞ  %hjjH1ðTX Þ5d=2 for all t 2 ½0; T : This stability result holds for
all sufﬁciently small d: ]
This proof of stability for a linearly stable constant steady state does not
carry over to linearly stable positive periodic steady-states hss; because there
t1ðhssÞ ¼ 0 (due to translational null directions). This zero eigenvalue is
absent for the constant steady-state, since translation of %h gives %h again – a
trivial perturbation. Now, imposing Neumann boundary conditions
eliminates the translational perturbations and their associated zero
eigenvalue. Hence, the stability proof would hold for a positive steady-state
under the Neumann boundary conditions hx ¼ hxxx ¼ 0 at x ¼ 0;X=2 (see
Section 2.6), provided the steady-state is strictly linearly stable, i.e. the ﬁrst
eigenvalue is positive.
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Let %h;X > 0: We are ﬁrst of all interested in whether or not there exists a
zero contact angle droplet steady state #hss that is supported on a single
interval of length #X4X and has the same area #Ass ¼ %hX as the constant
steady-state %h; over the interval ð0;X Þ:
Suppose ﬁrst that 15q53: By (26) with a ¼ 0; the steady-state #hss exists
if and only if for some length #X4X we have
B #X
3q #A
q1
ss ¼ Eð0Þ ¼ P ð0Þ
3qAð0Þq1: ð42Þ
That is, if and only if BX 3qð %hX Þq15Eð0Þ; which is (12).
Suppose such a steady-state #hss exists, supported say on the interval ð0; #X Þ:
By above,
#X ¼ B1=ðq3ÞP ð0Þ½Að0Þ= %hX ðq1Þ=ð3qÞ:
We want to show that Eð #hssÞ5Eð %hÞ if and only if (13) holds. For this,
compute using G like in Section 5.2 to ﬁnd
Eð #hssÞ  Eð %hÞ ¼
Z X
0
1
2
ð #h
0
ssÞ
2 BGð #hssÞ þBGð %hÞ
 
dx
¼
Z #X
0
1
2
ð #h
0
ssÞ
2 BGð #hssÞ
 
dxþBGð %hÞX
¼
#A
2
ssP ð0Þ
3
Að0Þ2 #X
3
Z P ð0Þ
0
1
2
ðk00Þ
2  Gðk0Þ
 
dxþBGð %hÞX ð43Þ
when q > 1; q=0; by rescaling from #hss to k0 and using (25) and (27) (with
Pss replaced by #X ; and Ass replaced by #As). Putting a ¼ 0 into [14, Eq. (32)]
and [14, Eq. (30)] and using H ð0Þ ¼ 0 enables us to evaluate
R
ðk00Þ
2 dx andR
Gðk0Þ dx; and hence we deduce
Eð #hssÞ  Eð %hÞ ¼
#A
2
ssP ð0Þ
3
Að0Þ2 #X
3
q 3
qðqþ 3Þ
Að0Þ þBGð %hÞX when q > 1; q=0:
ð44Þ
After substituting the deﬁnitions of #X and #Ass ¼ %hX from above, we ﬁnd
Eð #hssÞ  Eð %hÞ ¼
1
q
B3=ð3qÞð %hX Þð3þqÞ=ð3qÞ
q 3
qþ 3
Að0Þ2q=ðq3Þ

þ
1
qþ 1
ðB %h
q1
X 2Þq=ðq3Þ

LAUGESEN AND PUGH412when 15q53; q=0: Plainly, now Eð #hssÞ5Eð %hÞ if and only if (13) holds.
When q ¼ 0 we ﬁnd (43) has an extra term B #Ass log½ #AssP ð0Þ=Að0Þ #X ; so
that after again using [14, Eq. (32)] and [14, Eq. (30)] and substituting for #X
and #Ass; we obtain
Eð #hssÞ  Eð %hÞ ¼
1
3
B %hX log
Að0Þ2=e
B %h
1
X 2
when q ¼ 0:
Remembering that Að0Þ ¼ 2e3=2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p=3
p
when q ¼ 0; from [13, Section 3.1.2],
we conclude Eð #hssÞ5Eð %hÞ if and only if B %h
1
X 2 > 4e2p=3: Incidentally, one
can check LðqÞ is continuous at q ¼ 0:
For q53; simply modify the above proof from the case 15q53: Notice
when q ¼ 3 that (42) becomes Bð %hX Þ2 ¼ Eð0Þ; which yields no formula for
#X : And when q53 we get Eð #hssÞ > Eð %hÞ because the ﬁrst term in (44) is
nonnegative and the second is positive. ]
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
If you perturb a positive periodic (or constant) steady-state hss of the
evolution equation (1), without changing its area, then towards which
steady-states might the solution subsequently evolve? That is the broad
question addressed by this paper. To answer it, we focused on three speciﬁc
questions:
* Existence: Do there exist other steady-states having the same area
and same period as hss; or having period a fraction of the period of hss? If so,
then these other steady states are plausible contenders for the long time
limit. The constant steady-state %hss obviously satisﬁes these requirements,
but there might be another positive periodic steady-state (different from hss
and not just a translate of it) that does also, or perhaps a array of droplet
steady-states having zero or nonzero contact angles.
* Stability: Are hss or these other steady-states linearly stable? energy
stable? If a steady state is to be the long time limit of generic initial data,
then surely it must be stable under perturbations.
* Relative energy levels: Do any of these other steady-states have lower
energy than hss? Obviously, only steady-states with equal or lower energy
can be accessible, when starting from a small perturbation of hss:
The Existence question was substantially answered for power-law coefﬁ-
cients by [14, Theorem 12], Theorems 7 and 8 and [14, Figs. 3–5], also using
Theorem 11 when hss is the constant steady-state. But the existence
question remains open for droplet steady-states with nonzero contact angles,
if we wish to specify the area and the length of the support. Some
ENERGY LEVELS OF STEADY STATES 413information on nonzero angle droplet steady-states is in our earlier paper
[13, Section 5.2].
The Stability question was resolved for positive periodic steady-states in
the power-law case by [14, Theorems 1,3,7,9] and Theorems 1–5 here; in
particular, Theorem 1 related linear instability to energy instability.
Theorem 10 handled the case of constant steady-states. Our numerical
simulations in the companion article [15, Section 5] suggest that linearly
unstable steady states are indeed unstable, with the linear behavior
dominating near the steady-state, but this observation is so far unsupported
by a ‘linearization theorem’ for the power-law evolution ht ¼ ðhnhxxxÞx 
BðhmhxÞx: (A linearization theorem is known in the Cahn–Hilliard case
f  1; by using semilinear operator theory; see for example [19, Section 6].)
The Energy level question has been largely settled in the power-law case
by Theorems 6, 7 and 9 when hss is positive and periodic, and by Theorems
6 and 11 when hss is constant. When hss has compact support with zero
contact angle, use Theorems 7 and 11.
Future directions: Many of our existence, stability and relative energy level
theorems for the power-law evolution would be improved if we knew E0ðaÞ
50 for all a when 15q41:75: We have not been able to prove this
conjecture, though numerically it is clear from [14, Fig. 3].
Further, the stability question for droplet steady-states (with zero and
nonzero contact angles) is open. So is the problem of computing relative
energy levels of nonzero angle droplet steady-states vis a vis zero-angle
droplets and constant and periodic steady-states.
On a related note, many of the theorems in this paper together with
the simulations in [15, Section 5] suggest the existence of heteroclinic
connections between steady-states. One would like to have proofs of their
existence. Incidentally, simulations in [15, Section 4] suggest that small
changes in the ‘mobility’ coefﬁcient f leave these heteroclinic orbits intact,
but can affect whether or not the solution remains positive throughout its
evolution.
Finally, one would like to answer the existence, stability and relative
energy level questions for general coefﬁcient functions f and g: We have
treated power-law coefﬁcients, and Grinfeld and Novick-Cohen [10] cover
the Cahn–Hilliard equation ht ¼ hxxxx  ðð1 3h2ÞhxÞx; for which f  1
and gðyÞ ¼ 1 3y2: See also the impressive dynamic stability results
in [3, 5] for the Cahn–Hilliard equation on the whole real line. But for
general coefﬁcients, about all we know is that every positive periodic steady-
state is linearly and energy unstable when g=f is a convex function, by
Theorem 1. Note that the earlier work of Mischaikow [17] applies to a
variety of gradient-like bistable equations, provided certain hypotheses can
be veriﬁed.
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